Case History

Release Aid Solves Paper Mill Converting Problem

A specialty paper mill was experiencing odor and product lead-time problems with a silicone release aid being used in their converting department. The release aid helped keep the paper from adhering to rolls on converting equipment with unique temperature and design requirements. Due to our long history of providing innovative solutions to the mill, Aries Chemical was asked to solve the problem. Aries’ technical group reviewed the application requirements and determined that Aries 5780 was not only a superior product, outperforming the current material, but did so with no odor and is readily available.

Aries 5780 silicone release aid provided superior performance, had less odor, was readily available, and its more concentrated formula provides a lower cost solution.

For further product and technical assistance, contact your Aries Chemical Representative, aries@arieschem.com or call Aries @ (315) 346-1489.